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Abstract

Hybridization is among the evolutionary mechanisms most frequently hypothesized to drive the success of invasive species, in part because hybrids are common in invasive populations. One explanation for this pattern is that biological invasions coincide with a change in selection pressures that limit hybridization in the native range. To investigate this possibility, we studied the introduction of the brown anole (Anolis sagrei) in the southeastern United States. We find that native populations are highly genetically structured. In contrast, all invasive populations show evidence of hybridization among native-range lineages. Temporal sampling in the invasive range spanning 15 years showed that invasive genetic structure has stabilized, indicating that large-scale contemporary gene flow is limited among invasive populations and that hybrid ancestry is maintained. Additionally, our results are consistent with hybrid persistence in invasive populations resulting from changes in natural selection that occurred during invasion. Specifically, we identify a large-effect X chromosome locus associated with variation in limb length, a well-known adaptive trait in anoles, and show that this locus is often under selection in the native range, but rarely so in the invasive range. Moreover, we find that the effect size of alleles at this locus on limb length is much reduced in hybrids among divergent lineages, consistent with epistatic interactions. Thus, in the native range, epistasis manifested in hybrids can strengthen extrinsic post-mating isolation. Together, our findings show how a change in natural selection can contribute to an increase in hybridization in invasive populations.
Significance

Hybridization is common in invasive species and can be important for their success. The connection between hybridization and bioinvasions could result in part because of a disruption in the selection pressures that limit hybridization in the native range. We demonstrate that, in the lizard *Anolis sagrei*, hybridization is rare in native populations, which show frequent evidence of natural selection at a large effect X chromosome locus. Conversely, little selection at this locus was detected in invasive populations, which do not experience large-scale contemporary gene flow, but instead maintain a mosaic of hybrid ancestries formed during invasive range colonization. Ecological changes during biological invasions can affect hybridization frequency and stability, which can in turn drive the success of invasive taxa.
Introduction

Evolutionary change can affect the success of invasive species. This possibility has been considered by biologists for more than half a century (1). Recent decades, however, have seen a remarkable growth in research on this topic (2-5), simultaneous with the greater emphasis on contemporary evolution driving ecological phenomena (6, 7). It is now widely accepted that substantial evolution can occur over a few generations, well within the timeframe in which the establishment and spread stages of biological invasions play out (6, 7).

Among evolutionary factors that can facilitate invasions, hybridization is noteworthy for several reasons (8-10). For one, hybridization between species or among lineages within species has repeatedly been observed in genetic surveys of invasive taxa. As a result, invasive populations often show levels of genetic diversity equal to or larger than those in native populations (11-14). Also, meta-analyses have shown that invasive hybrids are frequently larger and more fecund than their parents (15). Moreover, genetically, hybridization can contribute to invasive spread through hybrid vigor or adaptive introgression (12, 13, 16).

Nonetheless, studies directly connecting hybridization to invasive spread are still in the minority. As a result, we do not know how often hybridization is a true driver of invasion success, or a consequence of propagule pressure and repeated introductions of allopatric lineages (10). Further, why hybridization is less common in the native range than in the invasive range of some species is unclear, particularly when opportunities for human-mediated inter-population dispersal and contemporary physical barriers to natural dispersal do not clearly differ between ranges (e.g., refs. 14 and 17).
Changes in natural selection that occur during biological invasions may provide part of the answer for why hybrids are more common in invasive populations, especially when biological invasions occur in disturbed habitats or in habitats that are ecologically novel from the perspective of the invader. In a landmark paper on hybridization and invasiveness, Ellstrand & Schierenbeck (9) discussed 28 species for which hybridization preceded invasive spread. All of these were found to occur in habitats characterized by disturbance, indicating that the change of selection pressures experienced by parental lineages or the opening of new niches to which hybrids are better adapted might facilitate hybridization in invasive species (9). Originally proposed by Anderson (18), the possibility that unstable, rapidly changing or novel habitats promote hybridization is now well documented in non-invasive species (19). Particularly compelling examples come from long-term field studies that show a lack of hybridization before the environment changes (20) or a return to non-hybrid status once the ancestral environment is restored (21). In a similar way, hybrids may more easily form or persist in invasive populations when biological invasions coincide with a temporary or permanent change in patterns of adaptation that evolved in the native range (22, 23).

To investigate whether changes in selection may facilitate hybridization during biological invasions, we studied the Cuban brown anole (*Anolis sagrei*), an excellent organism for such research for multiple reasons. First, it is one of the best-known examples of hybridization occurring during biological invasion. Previous studies indicated that most invasive populations in Florida, in the southeastern United States, derive from admixture between divergent native-range lineages (11, 24). Second, *A. sagrei* is a highly successful invader. Since the mid- to late-1800’s,
when the first populations were established in Florida, the species has colonized the entire peninsula and expanded to the north and west (11). From there, it has since seeded secondary invasions globally (11). Third, niche structure, natural selection and local adaptation are exceptionally well-studied in anoles, thanks to decades of observational and experimental work (25). A number of these studies focused on natural and experimental populations of *A. sagrei* in its native range in the Caribbean, predominantly on islands in the Bahamas (e.g., refs. 26-33). As such, an important baseline regarding phenotypic and environmental components of native range local adaptation is available in this system.

### Results and Discussion

**Genetic structure and genetic diversity in native and invasive *A. sagrei***

We first aimed to understand how genetic variation is partitioned among native and invasive populations. For the native range, we included 10 populations, nine of which are representative of lineages known to have seeded the Florida invasion (11). For the invasive range, we included 34 populations predominantly from Florida (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Dataset S1). We obtained genome-wide SNPs for all lizards (*N* = 824) via double-digest RAD-seq reduced representation sequencing (SI Appendix, Methods). Principal component analyses (PCA), phylogenetics, and Bayesian clustering all pointed towards strong genetic structure in the native range producing six main lineages, with limited evidence of among-lineage genetic exchange (Fig. 1A, B; SI Appendix, Figs. S2-S4). Specifically, only one of the 134 genotypes was clearly a hybrid (Fig. 1A). Further genetic structure was apparent within clades, albeit to a lesser extent (Fig. 1A, inset).
Previous studies have indicated that geographical distance is an important determinant of genetic structure for *A. sagrei* in Cuba (34, 35). Our results reinforce these findings by providing evidence of strong isolation by distance (IBD; Mantel’s *r* = 0.88, *P* = 5 × 10⁻⁴; SI Appendix, Fig. S6A). However, contrary to expectations under true IBD, genetic distances did not increase uniformly with geographic distance. Rather, moderate within-clade genetic structure was complemented by much stronger among-clade genetic subdivisions (SI Appendix, Fig. S6A).

Similar hierarchical genetic structure has been shown to lead to significant IBD (36). Strong among-clade genetic fragmentation has been found in the native range of other anole species that, like *A. sagrei*, have a broad and continuous distribution (discussed in ref. 25). The fact that some of the genetic breaks, including those described in Cuban *A. sagrei*, overlap in different species while also corresponding to inferred past geological barriers (35) suggests that they resulted from divergence in allopatry, likely during periods of partial island submergence (35, 37).

The mechanisms that allow these genetic subdivisions to be maintained in the absence of contemporary geographical barriers are, however, unknown. This genetic differentiation is particularly striking given that *A. sagrei* clades have geographically abutting distributions in Cuba (35). One possibility is that local adaptation and resulting ecological selection against immigrants and hybrids is involved. Such ecological structuring of genetic variation across the landscape is suggested by results from previous studies that indicated ecology has an important role in shaping spatial genetic divergence in anoles, albeit to a lesser extent as compared to geographical distance (34). We revisit the contribution of local adaptation below.
Compared to the native range, population structure in the invasive range was markedly different. There was no clear grouping of genotypes in PCA space (Fig. 1A), and all populations showed evidence of admixture, deriving ancestry from more than one native Cuban lineage (Fig. 1B; SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S5). Also, within-population estimates of relatedness were more similar to among-population estimates of relatedness in the invasive range than in the native range, indicating that ancestral population structure has collapsed during invasion (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Lastly, the strength of IBD was much reduced relative to the native range (Mantel’s $r = 0.28, P = 0.004$; SI Appendix, Fig. S6B), as expected given that dispersal of invasive *A. sagrei* occurred with the contribution of human-mediated long-distance transport.

Shifts in genetic structure between the native and invasive ranges were accompanied by important changes in genetic variation. Genome-wide heterozygosity, which we used as a proxy for neutral genetic variation, was almost completely non-overlapping between the two ranges, with invasive populations significantly more diverse (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $P = 4.719 \times 10^{-9}$; Fig. 1C; SI Appendix, Fig. S8A). This pattern was reversed for SNPs predicted to be detrimental – those that produce premature stop codons, frameshift mutations, or the loss of start codons (SI Appendix, Methods). Invasive populations showed a lower proportion of these putatively deleterious mutations as compared to native populations (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $P = 0.015$; Fig. 1C; SI Appendix, Fig. S8B), indicating that the purging of genetic load occurred more readily in the invasive range. This could have happened if invasion was accompanied by a change in the fitness landscape, such that weakly deleterious alleles in native populations are more readily visible to selection in the new environment (38). As well, if recessive, even strongly deleterious alleles would have persisted at low frequency in native
populations. These rare alleles should have been preferentially lost during genetic bottlenecks that occurred when invasive populations were seeded.

**Invasive genetic structure has stabilized to a mosaic of hybrid ancestries**

The observation of widespread hybridization in invasive *A. sagrei* is notable given that hybrids among divergent lineages are rare in the native range. To investigate whether this is due to the more recent history of *A. sagrei* in Florida, such that removal of hybrids in these populations is ongoing, we resampled a subset of invasive populations fifteen years after they were first sampled. We included SNPs from six Florida populations (N = 172) that we surveyed in both 2003 and 2018 (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).

We found that hybrid ancestry is not eliminated in Florida, and that genetic differences among populations resulting from independent introduction and hybridization events are maintained over at least 15 years. First, genetic structure inferred using PCA did not change between 2003 and 2018 (SI Appendix, Fig. S10A). Second, while populations differed in the proportion of Western Cuba ancestry ($F_{5,165} = 217.4; P < 2 \times 10^{-16}$; SI Appendix, Fig. S10B), reflecting the mosaic of hybrid origins that occur across Florida (Fig. 1B; see also ref. 11), each population maintained similar proportions over the 15-year period ($F_{1,165} = 0.207; P = 0.649$; SI Appendix, Fig. S10B). Third, there was no effect of sampling time on the index of admixture ($F_{1,165} = 0.972; P = 0.325$; SI Appendix, Fig. S10C), which takes into account the contribution of each native-range lineage to the ancestry of hybrids (12).
The only metric that did change was heterozygosity, which decreased significantly over the 15 years across all populations ($F_{1,165} = 50.72; P = 3.12 \times 10^{-11}$; SI Appendix, Fig. S11A). Two lines of evidence suggest that this drop in heterozygosity is not a result of ongoing purging of common intrinsic incompatibilities, but is instead driven by the loss of rare alleles, likely due to genetic drift. First, heterozygosity decreased irrespective of whether hybrids originated from closely related or distantly related lineages (SI Appendix, Fig. S11B). This is inconsistent with selection against intrinsic incompatibilities, which should be more common in hybrids among divergent lineages (39). Second, polymorphism lost in the 2018 samples involved alleles that were already rare in 2003 (SI Appendix, Fig. S11C), consistent with genetic drift. We note, however, that these results do not exclude the possibility that any intrinsic incompatibilities have been purged by selection prior to 2003, the first timepoint represented in our sampling.

The finding that genetic differences established among Florida populations by 2003 remain unchanged by 2018 argues against large-scale ongoing gene flow in the invasive range. Such gene flow would have been expected to shift population genetic structure over the span of 15 years. Rather, a more plausible interpretation for hybrid ancestry in Florida populations is that distinct hybridization events took place during the evolutionary history of invasive *A. sagrei*. These hybridization events would have occurred when divergent lineages met after repeated introductions from Cuba and following progressive range expansion from these points of initial introduction.

An equally important finding is that hybrid ancestry is not only common, but it is also stable in the invasive range. This contrasts with observations in the native range where hybrids are much
rarer, particularly among lineages that are representative of major phylogenetic splits in A. sagrei, and even when these lineages have geographically abutting distributions (e.g., the Central Cuba and East-Central Cuba lineages; SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Limited genetic exchange among these divergent lineages in the native range is supported by our data as well as a previous study that surveyed more Cuban populations (35). Differences in hybridization frequency between the native and invasive ranges suggest that at least some gene flow barriers in the native range are conditional on environment (i.e., they are extrinsic). If barriers to gene flow were predominantly unconditional (i.e., represented by intrinsic genetic incompatibilities), we would have expected to find that hybridization is equally rare in both ranges or that hybrid ancestry present in invasive populations is progressively eliminated.

**Genome scans are consistent with changes in natural selection**

To understand differences in hybridization frequency between ranges, we focused on local adaptation, which can limit gene flow between populations that inhabit different environments (40, 41). To this end, we contrasted the genomic signature of selection for the native and invasive ranges. In the native range, population differentiation was strongest on the X chromosome, where fixed differences ($F_{ST} = 1$) occurred even among closely related populations, for which median genome-wide $F_{ST}$ was over 26 times lower than on the X chromosome ($F_{ST} = 0.038$; Fig. 2A; SI Appendix, Fig. S12). High X chromosome $F_{ST}$ windows were concentrated in a region of 18 Mbp in size (chromosome 7 coordinates 70Mbp – 88Mbp; Fig. 2B). While representing 16% of the X chromosome length, this locus accounted for 47% of all X chromosome outliers and 62% of extreme X-chromosome outliers.
Compared to the native range, genome-wide $F_{ST}$ in the invasive range was only a third as high (Fig. 2A) and there were no fixed differences among sampling sites (all windowed $F_{ST} < 1$; SI Appendix, Fig. S13). Even so, the genomic landscape was similar to the one we observed in the native range, with the X chromosome contributing more to population differentiation (Fig. 2A; SI Appendix, Fig. S13). Compared to the native range, however, the largest X chromosome $F_{ST}$ peaks resulted from comparisons among divergent lineages (SI Appendix, Fig. S13), which we could infer for invasive hybrids at this chromosomal region due to reduced recombination (SI Appendix, Methods). This indicates that introduction history, which can create sharp breaks in allele frequencies among populations (42), likely has an important role in elevating invasive range $F_{ST}$ at this genomic region. Specifically, because this locus is frequently differentiated among native range populations, any two invasive populations with X chromosome haplotypes of different origins will also show high X chromosome $F_{ST}$. Lastly, outliers were less concentrated in the divergent X chromosome region identified from native populations (Fig. 2B).

In invasive populations, this locus contained 35% of all X chromosome outliers and 43% of extreme X chromosome outliers. After accounting for introduction history by excluding comparisons made among divergent X chromosome lineages, these estimates dropped to 19% and 25%, respectively.

We next asked whether the same outliers have repeatedly contributed to differentiation among independent population pairs from within either the native or the invasive ranges. Non-parallel $F_{ST}$ windows accounted for the majority of outliers (85.4%-89.2%; SI Appendix, Table S1). While representing a smaller fraction of the genome, repeated outliers were more common than expected by chance, for both ranges ($P < 0.001$ all permutation tests; SI Appendix, Fig. S14).
Also, relative to null expectations, there were more repeated outliers in the invasive range than in the native range (SI Appendix, Fig. S14). Repeated $F_{ST}$ differentiation in both ranges is consistent with divergence under natural selection. In the invasive range, higher repeatability can be the result of the increased linkage disequilibrium that characterizes these populations (SI Appendix, Fig. S15), thereby enhancing non-independence of adjacent genomic windows. While the genome-wide proportion of repeated outliers was larger in invasive populations, this pattern was reversed at the X chromosome locus, which contributed proportionately more to parallel differentiation in the native range (SI Appendix, Fig. S16). This further underscores that the genetic basis of population differentiation is different between the two ranges, with the X chromosome locus having a larger contribution in the native range.

In support of $F_{ST}$ results, we found that Tajima’s $D$ is often reduced at the same X chromosome locus in native populations, but rarely so in invasive populations (Fig. 2C; SI Appendix, Figs S17-S18). Reduced Tajima’s $D$ indicates an excess of low-frequency variants, as expected after positive or negative selection (43). Among these possibilities, positive selection was likely involved, as indicated by Fay and Wu’s $H$ test (Fig. 2D). This metric quantifies the excess of derived (i.e., non-ancestral) alleles, which is expected under positive selection. We found that $H$ was lower in the native range than in the invasive range at the X chromosome divergent locus (one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $P = 1.26 \times 10^{-6}$). Also, $H$ estimates at this genomic region were lower than background neutral values only for native populations (Fig. 2D), consistent with positive selection in the native range only. Background neutral $H$ values were similar between the native and invasive ranges (one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $P = 1$), indicating that admixture or demography, which should impact genetic variation more broadly rather than a
single locus, are unlikely to be a major source of bias in our results. Moreover, positive selection should have been easy to identify using Fay and Wu’s $H$ in invasive populations, because this metric has more power in admixed than in non-admixed populations (44). Lastly, we note that while analyses presented above focused on the most recent (i.e., 2018) samples from the invasive range, we also contrasted $H$ between the 2003 and 2018 timepoints, for the six invasive populations with temporal data. These analyses provided no evidence of change in $H$ values in the invasive range, at least over the span of the 15 years covered in our sampling (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, all $P > 0.05$).

Compared to metrics discussed above, the signature of selection persists in nucleotide diversity ($\pi$) and absolute differentiation ($D_{xy}$) for more generations (45, 46). Therefore, $\pi$ and $D_{xy}$ can be informative with regards to whether selection also occurred in the common ancestor of populations under investigation. Consistent with a “selective sweep before selective population differentiation” model (47, 48), we found that both metrics tend to be reduced at the same X-linked locus relative to the rest of the chromosome in both ranges (Fig. 2E; SI Appendix, Figs. S19-S22). These findings highlighting an important role of this locus to local adaptation in the native range, and at multiple points throughout the evolutionary history of $A. sagrei$.

In summary, we find that the genomic signature of selection is different between the two ranges. In the native range, an X chromosome locus frequently retains a signature consistent with positive selection. By contrast, the same genomic region is evolving neutrally in most invasive populations. Two non-mutually exclusive explanations can account for these results. First, if evolution in both ranges is driven by similar selective forces, changes in the genomic target of
selection could have occurred in invasive populations, following hybridization among divergent lineages and introgression of adaptive alleles at other loci in the genome. We consider this less likely, given that the X chromosome locus is part of the genetic architecture of local adaptation in most native-range lineages that contributed ancestry to invasive populations. Also, relative to native populations, most invasive populations showed limited evidence of selection at the X chromosome locus, despite varying in ancestry and extent of hybridization. The second explanation is that temporary or permanent changes in selection pressure occurred during biological invasion in A. sagrei.

Changes in selection pressure can contribute to differences in hybridization frequency that we observe between ranges. For example, to the extent that dispersal in the native range occurs between populations that are adapted to different environments, natural selection is expected to limit within or among clade gene flow via both pre-mating and post-mating mechanisms (40, 41), thereby enhancing population genetic structure. Pre-mating isolation occurs when selection removes maladapted immigrant genotypes before these can produce hybrid offspring (40). Post-mating isolation occurs because hybrids are maladapted to the new environment as a result of additive genetic effects when hybrids are intermediate relative to parents, dominant genetic effects when hybrids are mismatched for different parental phenotypes (49), or epistatic genetic effects when interactions among loci create departures from additivity (50).

**Epistatic interactions occur in hybrids among divergent lineages**

The availability of different hybrid genomic backgrounds and detailed trait information in Florida A. sagrei allowed us to test if epistasis increases post-mating isolation among divergent
clades in the native range. Under this scenario, long-term isolation of *A. sagrei* clades led to the random accumulation of divergent alleles genome-wide that interact with alleles at the adaptive X chromosome locus. Thus, two native populations that are adapted to the same environment, but are members of different clades, would still experience limited genetic exchange because hybrids will be maladapted as a result of epistatic interactions between divergent alleles. In the invasive range however, due to changes in selection pressure, hybrids are common and can persist. To test for epistasis, we used genome-wide association (GWA) and included 13 traits that describe the size and shape of lizards (SI Appendix, Methods and Dataset S2). Previous studies have indicated that variation in all these traits might have an adaptive basis in anoles (51), although most support so far has been obtained for limb length (discussed in ref. 25).

The linear-mixed model implemented in GEMMA (52) indicated that SNPs suggestively associated with the length of the distal portion of hindlimb, including metatarsals and phalanges, map to the same candidate adaptive locus that we identified on the X chromosome (Fig. 3A, B; SI Appendix, Fig. S23). A stronger and genome-wide significant signal was observed for the same trait at this genomic region using the asaMap association model (53), which allows effect sizes to vary depending on ancestry (*P* = 3.40 x 10^-7; Fig. 3A; SI Appendix, Fig. S23). As well, asaMap analyses indicated that the same locus affects variation in several other components of limb length (Fig. 3A; SI Appendix, Fig. S23). That the same locus is involved in the control of multiple limb components is expected, given the strong positive correlation among these traits across samples, after removing the effect of body size (SI Appendix, Fig. S24). Identifying the genes that control variation in limb length in *A. sagrei* is outside the scope of this study. Nonetheless, we note that among the 267 genes that span the 18 Mbp region on the X
chromosome, there are several candidate genes known to be involved in limb development. These include *Cut Like Homeobox 2* (*Cux2*; ref. 54), *Growth Differentiation Factor 11* (*GDF11*; ref. 55), *Noggin* (*Nog*; ref. 56), *T-Box Transcription Factor 1* (*Tbx1*; ref. 57), and *Xylosyltransferase 1* (*Xylt1*; ref. 58). In sum, GWA findings indicate that the X chromosome locus singled out by genome scan analyses affects limb length, variation of which is known to be adaptive in anoles (25). These results reinforce our conclusion that positive selection (rather than background selection) is acting at the X chromosome locus and implicate limb length as an important component of adaptive divergence in the native range.

The asaMap analyses further indicated that the strength of association between alleles at the X chromosome locus and limb length phenotypes vary among the lineages that are hybridizing in Florida. Specifically, for three of the four traits for which the X chromosome locus was the top genome-wide association, an effect was inferred for the Western Cuba ancestry component of invasive hybrids (SI Appendix, Table S2), but not for the Eastern Cuba ancestry component. These results are consistent with epistatic interactions between alleles at the X chromosome limb length locus and alleles of Eastern Cuba origin that are located elsewhere in the genome. While epistasis has traditionally been considered in relation to intrinsic (i.e., unconditional) isolation under the Bateson–Dobzhansky–Muller model (59), evidence has been accumulating for a contribution of such interactions to extrinsic isolation as well (e.g., ref. 50).

To further investigate these results, we stratified the Florida samples based on ancestry into two groups. The first of these consisted of samples with predominantly Western Cuba ancestry and low heterozygosity (SI Appendix, Methods and Fig. S25). Therefore, we refer to this group as
the “hybridization limited” group. The second group consisted of samples with ancestry from all parental lineages and high heterozygosity (SI Appendix, Fig. S25). Therefore, we refer to these samples as the “hybridization common” group. We then tested for an effect of genotype at the limb length locus in each of these sample groups. In line with results presented above, when considering samples with limited hybrid ancestry, we detected a large and significant effect of genotype on all limb length traits but one. Effect sizes in this case ranged from moderate (PVE 5.7% - 9.3%) to large (PVE 10.03% - 13.08%; Fig. 3C, D). By contrast, no such effect was observed in the sample group for which hybridization is common (Fig. 3C, D).

Similar patterns could arise if hybrid and non-hybrid samples differ with respect to linkage between alleles at the genotyped SNP and the causal limb length SNP. This may occur in our dataset, given that we used reduced representation sequencing, and therefore are likely not genotyping causal variants. To evaluate this possibility, we repeated these analyses using only samples with Western Cuba ancestry at the X chromosome locus (SI Appendix, Methods), reasoning that linkage relationships are more likely to be similar among closely related haplotypes. Results were equivalent to those for the complete dataset, as expected if epistatic interactions rather than linkage disequilibrium underpin differences in effect sizes between hybrid categories (SI Appendix, Fig. S26). A limitation of epistasis analyses presented above is that we could not compare the effect of genotype at the limb length locus in hybrids relative to decidedly non-hybrid *A. sagrei*. This limitation is because pure parental genotypes are rare in Florida. Nonetheless, because of residual hybridization in the “hybridization limited” group, the effect sizes that we estimate for these samples may well be conservative.
Phenotype-environment correlations are consistent with changes in natural selection during biological invasion

Previous studies of local adaptation in anoles have relied, among other methods, on phenotype-environment correlations. In the native range, a positive relationship exists both interspecifically and among conspecific populations between the diameter of the perches that anoles use and limb length (reviewed in ref. 25). Biomechanical studies reveal the underlying basis for this relationship, specifically that the optimal limb length for lizard sprint speed and agility is a function of surface diameter (60, 61). Although this relationship has been found repeatedly in natural and experimental *A. sagrei* populations (25, 28, 29), it was not found in a comparison of invasive *A. sagrei* populations in Florida (62).

To investigate whether this lack of a relationship is still the case, we used the 30 populations from Florida and Southern Georgia described above for genomic and trait analyses, for which we additionally obtained 1028 observations of habitat use (SI Appendix, Dataset S3). These populations were chosen to avoid heavily disturbed or urban sites, such that nearly all habitat measurements originated from natural vegetation, similar to Kolbe *et al.* (62). We found the situation to be the same as in the Kolbe *et al.* (62) study, with no relationship between population average values of relative limb length and perch diameter ($R^2 = 4.61 \times 10^{-5}; P = 0.97$; SI Appendix Fig. S27). Thus, results from phenotype-environment correlation analyses are consistent with genomic results above, indicating that changes in natural selection occurred during biological invasion in *A. sagrei*. We note, however, that a caveat of these analyses is that native populations used in previous studies are predominantly from islands in the Bahamas (25,
Comparable data from Cuban populations that sourced the Florida invasion are currently not available.

**Conclusions**

Our results indicate that changes in natural selection as inferred from genomic variation at a large-effect adaptive X chromosome locus contribute to differences in hybridization frequency among native and invasive populations of *A. sagrei*. In the native range, evidence of frequent selective sweeps suggests that the X chromosome locus, which affects variation in limb length, is an important component in the adaptive response of *A. sagrei* populations to the environment. To the extent that migration occurs among contrasting environments in the native range, adaptive divergence could limit gene flow among populations within or between clades. Ancestry-specific association analyses, which we could perform thanks to the availability of invasive hybrids, additionally showed that the same X chromosome locus is involved in epistatic interactions when hybridization occurs among divergent lineages. This result indicates that native range extrinsic isolation may be stronger between populations from different clades and provides an example on the value of studying invasive populations for understanding evolution in the native range.

Although *A. sagrei* has been reasonably well sampled across its range in Cuba, more detailed study of the contact zones between clades is needed. Combining genomic data with trait and habitat data will provide in-depth information on native range gene flow and environmental drivers of local adaptation. In the invasive range, natural selection as it is manifested in the native range appears to have been disrupted. Here, hybrid ancestry occurs in all populations and has stabilized irrespective of whether gene flow occurred within or among divergent lineages.
Whether hybridization had a major role in the success of the *A. sagrei* invasion remains to be definitively established. Nonetheless, available evidence points towards hybridization-mediated biological invasion. Specifically, hybrid ancestry occurs in all invasive populations. Were hybridization merely a consequence of repeated introductions, we would have expected to find a mosaic of hybrid and non-hybrid ancestry across the invasive range. Aside from being widespread, hybrid ancestry has stabilized: samples collected 15 years apart, while representing a narrow snapshot in the history of invasive *A. sagrei*, did not reveal changes in ancestry. Thus, even if currently neutral, stability of new ancestry combinations should increase the chance that adaptive allele combinations are available when invasive populations are exposed to novel selective pressures.
Methods

Sequencing and Variant Calling

To obtain genome-wide SNP data, we used reduced representation sequencing (RADseq; SI Appendix, Methods). We aligned quality-filtered reads to the *A. sagrei* reference genome v2.0 (63) in the dDocent v2.2.20 pipeline (64). We then performed joint genotyping using Freebayes v. 1.3.2 (65) including data from the 897 *A. sagrei* libraries (885 samples and 12 replicates), along with 128 other *A. sagrei* libraries that were part of a related project. To decrease SNP calling runtime and following Freebayes manual recommendations, we only called the six best alleles. We next applied stringent variant filtering and estimated post-filtering genotyping errors (SI Appendix, Methods).

Spatial population genetic structure across the range of *A. sagrei*

To summarize population structure, we used PCA in “adegenet” (v. 2.1.1; ref. 66). Fine-scale population structure in Western Cuba was explored using a separate PCA. For each analysis, we identified markers genotyped in at least 99% of samples with a minor allele frequency > 1%. From this set, to decrease computational time, we selected 10,000 random SNPs using the “vcfrandomsample” tool from vcflib (https://github.com/vcflib/vcflib). These SNPs were located on chromosomes 1-5 of the v2.0 reference genome, which are equivalent to chromosomes 1-6 of the v2.1 reference genome. For consistency, we will refer only to genome coordinates v2.1 throughout. We complemented the PCA with estimates of the *A. sagrei* phylogeny, Bayesian clustering, identity-by-state, and isolation-by-distance (SI Appendix, Methods).
Temporal changes in the ancestry of invasive hybrids

To investigate whether the ancestry of invasive hybrids has stabilized or is changing, we revisited in 2018 six populations that we sampled in 2003 (N = 172; SI Appendix, Fig. S9). We targeted the same sites, or sites located as close as possible to the original 2003 sampling. We first used PCA, as described above. Additionally, we modeled temporal changes at three metrics of hybrid status, as follows. First, we identified a set of ancestry informative markers (AIMs) that are diagnostic of the Western Cuba lineage. To be classified as AIMs, SNPs needed to be scored in 70% or more of Western Cuba and non-Western Cuba samples, and show an allele frequency of 20% or lower in one group, and 80% or higher in the other. In all, 711 SNPs fit these criteria, of which 469 were scored at high quality in the 2003 and 2018 invasive samples. To summarize Western Cuba ancestry, we then averaged AIM allele frequency for each invasive genotype.

Second, we calculated an index of admixture (\(H_A\)), following Keller & Taylor (12). As input, we used the STRUCTURE results from the \(K=6\) analysis with prior population information (Fig. 1B). Third, we calculated heterozygosity using 155,905 filtered SNPs from chromosomes 1-6 (for details on SNP filtering, see identity-by-state analyses section, SI Appendix, Methods). To test whether AIM allele frequency, \(H_A\), or heterozygosity changed over 15 years, we used three linear models in R v. 3.6.1 (67). These had each of the three metrics as the response variable, and population IDs and time (2003 or 2018) as the predictor variable.

The genomic signature of natural selection in *A. sagrei*

We combined information from relative differentiation (\(F_{ST}\)), Tajima’s \(D\), Fay and Wu’s \(H\) test, nucleotide diversity (\(\pi\)), and absolute differentiation (\(D_{xy}\)). For the invasive range, we used the
30 populations sampled in 2018 from Florida and Southern Georgia ($N = 560$; SI Appendix, Dataset S1). For the native range, we used all 10 populations ($N = 134$; SI Appendix, Dataset S1). Prior to performing analyses along the genome, we updated genome coordinates from v2.0, which was used to align reads and call SNPs to the most recent version (v2.1), which includes changes to sequence coordinates but does not differ in sequence content. We then removed gametolog SNPs (i.e. SNPs resulting from Y-chromosome reads that align to the X chromosome; SI Appendix, Methods), and imputed any missing data at the remaining 123,882 SNPs in BEAGLE v5.0 (68).

For $F_{ST}$ analyses, we used population-pairwise comparisons and calculated $F_{ST}$ in non-overlapping windows of 50 kb in VCFtools (v. 0.1.16; ref. 69). To avoid pseudoreplication, we used only unique population pairs (see SI Appendix, Methods for details on population pairing). We then classified windows as “outliers” if weighted $F_{ST}$ was in the top 5% of observations (i.e., we sorted windowed $F_{ST}$ for each population pair, and obtained windows in the top 5%). Similarly, “extreme outliers” were windows in the top 1%. Aside from evaluating how $F_{ST}$ varies along the genome, this approach additionally allowed us to investigate the repeatability of $F_{ST}$ differentiation, using a permutation approach implemented from Rennison et al. (ref. 70; SI Appendix, Methods).

Tajima’s $D$ was calculated in non-overlapping windows of 50kb in VCFtools. To estimate Fay and Wu’s $H$, we used “PopGenome” (v. 2.7.5; ref. 71). We first incorporated an outgroup from publicly available sequence data (SI Appendix, Methods), retaining 139 SNPs scored at the divergent X chromosome locus for all samples and for the outgroup. To get an estimate of
background neutral $H$ values at the X chromosome, we obtained another set of 139 SNPs with
outgroup data. Similar to SNPs from the divergent X chromosome locus, these were located in
the male-hemizygous region, between PAR1 and PAR2. To minimize effects of genetic
hitchhiking which would extend the signature of selection in the vicinity of an adaptive locus,
candidate neutral SNPs were from the opposite end of the X chromosome (i.e., adjacent to
PAR1). We then compared $H$ values obtained for each range at the divergent X chromosome
locus to neutral values, and for each locus category between ranges, using Wilcoxon rank-sum
tests in R, adjusting $P$ values for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method. Lastly,
while analyses of selection focused on the 2018 invasive range samples, we also contrasted $H$
values between the 2003 and 2018 samples, for the six invasive populations with temporal data.
To do this, we followed the same approach as described above for the full dataset.

To calculate nucleotide diversity ($\pi$), and absolute differentiation ($D_{xy}$), we repeated the SNP
calling step for the X chromosome, retaining monomorphic sites as well. We filtered the output
keeping genotypes supported by at least four reads, and sites with data in at least 70% of samples
used for the genome scan analyses. Also, we removed gametolog SNPs using the same approach
as for the 123,882 SNP set described above, used in the rest of the genome scan analyses (see
also SI Appendix, Methods). We then used the python script “popgenWindows.py”
(https://github.com/simonhmartin/genomics_general; ref. 72) to estimate $\pi$ and $D_{xy}$ in non-
overlapping windows of 50kb along the X chromosome, based on windows with at least 50 sites
with data. For $D_{xy}$, we used the same pairs of populations as in the $F_{ST}$ analyses. We compared
average per-population $\pi$ from within the divergent X chromosome locus (107 windows) to a
candidate neutral locus of the same size (107 windows) using the same approach as for Fay and
Wu’s $H$ test above.

**Genetic mapping of candidate adaptive traits in natural hybrid populations**

We measured 13 morphological traits that describe body size (SVL), as well as the shape of
lizards using image analysis of X-rays (SI Appendix, Methods and Dataset S2). Measurements at
skeletal traits were isolated from the effect of SVL by calculating residuals from linear
regressions of log-transformed trait values on log-transformed SVL in R. Two GWA approaches
were then used: a linear mixed model in GEMMA (52), and ancestry-specific association in
asaMap (53). Both analyses were based on the samples obtained in 2018 from Florida and
Southern Georgia ($N = 560$). We filtered a VCF containing these 560 samples using the same
criteria as above. As well, similar to the genome scan analyses, we removed gametolog SNPs
and imputed any missing data that remained after filtering. For the GEMMA analyses, we used a
leave-one-chromosome out approach when calculating the relatedness matrix. For the asaMap
analyses, to account for population structure, we included as covariates the first 10 PCs from a
PCA constructed in “adegenet” for all samples in the analysis. Also, for both GWA approaches,
we included transect as an additional covariate (see SI Appendix, Methods for additional details).
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Spatial genetic structure and diversity of *A. sagrei*. A, PCA of all samples, and a separate PCA of the Western Cuba native range subset (inset). Native genotypes are in color, invasive genotypes are in grey. The arrow points to one genotype identified as a hybrid in the native range. B, STRUCTURE membership, with samples grouped by range and population. Each of the 44 populations is separated by white dotted lines. With the exception of one sample that showed evidence of admixture, all native range genotypes are treated as learning samples (SI Appendix, Methods). Cuba populations are arranged from West to East. Invasive populations are arranged in decreasing order of Western Cuba ancestry. C, Heterozygosity rate and deleterious SNP proportion, averaged per population. *P* values are from two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum tests.

Figure 2: Genome scans for selection. A, average genome-wide *F*<sub>ST</sub> for the native range (top) and the invasive range (bottom) for chromosomes 1-10. B, Zoomed-in view of average *F*<sub>ST</sub> along the X chromosome (chromosome 7). C, Zoomed-in view of Tajima’s *D* along the X chromosome, averaged for windows with Tajima’s *D* estimates at 50% or more of populations within each range. For both B and C, empty circles are used for the native range and filled circles are used for the invasive range. Colored lines show a loess smoothing (“span” of 0.2) for the native range (red) and the invasive range (black). The grey shading marks the 18 Mbp X chromosome locus where most native-range *F*<sub>ST</sub> outliers are located (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). The dashed vertical lines indicate the boundaries of the pseudo-autosomal regions (PARs). D, Fay and Wu’s *H*, calculated within the X locus and at a region outside of this locus, used to estimate background neutral *H* levels. Lines connect *H* estimates obtained for the same population. E, *π* values for genomic windows within the divergent X locus and for background neutral values. Grey dots show global average *π*. For both D and E, *P* values are from paired Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, using averages estimated per population and locus category (Methods).
**Figure 3: Genetic architecture of limb length.**

**A,** Genome-wide associations for the relative length of the distal portion of hindlimb, inferred using the GEMMA association model (top) and the asaMap ancestry-specific association model (bottom). For the asaMap results, white dots show the smallest $P$ values for three other traits for which the same locus was identified as the top genome-wide association (see SI Appendix, Fig. S23 for GWA results for each trait). The red dashed lines are the Bonferroni-corrected significance thresholds, while the black dashed lines indicate the suggestive significance thresholds (SI Appendix, Methods).

**B,** Overlap between GWA for limb length and $F_{ST}$ outliers in the native range. The upper plot indicates, for chromosome 7, the position of the top 1% SNPs identified based on strength of GWA (blue lines) or $F_{ST}$ (grey lines). $F_{ST}$ values are from the Mariel x Guanabo population pair (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). The lower plot shows asaMap association results (blue dots), and Mariel x Guanabo $F_{ST}$ values per SNP (grey dots) along chromosome 7. The black line is a loess smoothing (“span” of 0.2) of association results. The grey shading marks the 18 Mbp X chromosome divergent locus, and the dashed vertical lines indicate the boundaries of the two PARs on the X chromosome.

**C,** Relative hindlimb length for samples with small (SM) and large (LG) alleles at the lead SNP identified on chromosome 7 using the asaMap model. Trait values are given separately for the “hybridization limited” and the “hybridization common” sample groups. Points and error bars indicate mean and standard deviation.

**D,** Effect sizes of genotypes at the same SNP as in panel C, calculated for all traits, for each of the two sample groups separately. Asterisks indicate significant main effects of genotype after Bonferroni correction. For each sample group ancestry proportions are shown, as estimated using a STRUCTURE analysis at $K=2$ and $K=6$ (see also SI Appendix, Fig. S25).